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STATE LEVEL COMMITTEE (SLC) ASSAM Order by the Government of Assam
Notification No.: PEL.42/2009/pt-I/213 Dated Dispur the 8th July 2014

▪ The Chief Electrical Inspector cum Adviser, Assam – Chairman
▪ The Dy. Chief Electrical Inspector cum Adviser, Assam – Member – Secy.
▪ The Chief Engineer, GMDA, Member
▪ Smti A. Goswami, Director, Town & Country Planning, Member
▪ Shri Kailash Das, E.E (Elect.), PW (Bldg & NH), B Branch Deptt., Member
▪ Shri Santanu Bhattacharyya, E.E (Mech.), PW (Bldg & NH), B Branch Deptt., Member
▪ Shri Anurag Bajpai (Architect), Director, Green Tree Building Energy (P) Limited, Ghaziabad, Member
Assam ECBC – Various Stake Holders

- Public Works Department
- Urban Development Department
- Guwahati Metropolitan Development Authority
- Guwahati Municipal Corporation
Draft ASSAM Climatic based ECBC has been prepared on June 2015 involving Shri Anurag Bajpai (Architect) Director, Green Tree Building Energy Pvt. Ltd. as a lead Consultant along with inputs from various Stakeholders and SLC members in the Year June 2015 and was sent to BEE for Final Comments and approval.
BEE has reviewed the draft copy and found in order and approved for notification after making necessary changes in the submitted draft copy of ASSAM ECBC - 2014 and give their suggestion to Assam SDA in September 2016 for incorporation of their comments.
Assam SDA has incorporated the necessary changes as suggested by BEE and Sent to State Govt. on October -2016 for Govt. approval and notification.

The Govt. of Assam is working hard and in the final scrutiny stage, the same may be notified soon as possible in proper manner for public information.
ASSAM ECBC – Going Forward

Assam SDA officials along with the manpower team of BEE is closely eyeing the ECBC notification of other state’s of India and their implementation framework, various publication on ECBC, Special articles on ECBC national and international best practices on implementation framework, govt. orders for knowledge gathering and sharing with stakeholders as and when required.